
gamebastion.comÏîñëàíèé  ucygac - 07.03.2023 04:45_____________________________________Best weapon and artifact build for shikanoin heizou in genshin impactShikanoin heizo investigates enterprises, but we are good as a fighter, as well as swiss loadout warzone detective. Here is our shikanoin heizou guide for genshin impact.After the severe content drought that 2.7's delay caused genshin impact, hoyoverse is doubling down on teasers scheduled a couple of patches ahead of time. At this step, hoyoverse has introduced one of its upcoming playable characters for version 2.8, shikanoin heizou. First mentioned in one of ayaka's voices, this member of the tenryu commission is likely the chief of inazuma's detective leaders. Possessing supernatural intuition and a spark of deep genius, heizo can solve even the most difficult cases, which, according to the designated words, are impossible to solve even for the gods. In such an article, it's our turn to answer the question of heizo's unique gameplay and find out his best weapons, artifact sets and team lineups.Genshin impact guides: ability overviewShikanoin haizou is a 4-star catalyst-wielding anemo character with a unique sequence of normal melee attacks, and abilities that deal significant damage at close range. He has a noticeably smaller coverage radius than any other catalyst user, however he makes up for this with a "cleave" effect as a by-product of his close range attacks. So heizou is available to cut as a primary dps or primary elemental reaction driver like tazer sucrose.Heizou's elemental skill is called heartstopper strike. When pressed, it activates a quick attack that deals damage to anemo. When heizou is held, it charges the ability and becomes declination stacks that increase the final damage of the ability. Heizo can gain up to 4 stacks of declension, in case he reaches full stacks, a conviction effect will appear, which will empower the next heartstopping strike. -Second cooldown, indicating haizou's build potential for dps. Bundled with his first ascension passive skill, heizo will accumulate declension stacks without the need to charge the ability, making skin-based gameplay smoother overall.Heizo's elemental blast is called windstrike. Heizo jumps into the air and delivers a powerful blow, sending a huge wave of anemo straight ahead. If the rust hits enemies affected by the element, they will soon explode with an element like that, dealing minor damage.Similar to heartstopper strike, this ability deals massive damage from anything over 12 seconds. Cooldown and 40 energy. If the heizou is built right, this low cooldown burst can contribute a ton of dps with a reasonable team rotation.Best heizou weaponAtlas skyward - lvl 90  674 atk  atk bonus 33.1%This weapon might be his optimal slot for some of his roles. Heizou shouldn't really be used as a support, as sucrose and jean manage to do much better in this regard. Instead, sub-dps or tazer heizou can be the most powerful due to their multi-hit abilities and "cleave" basic attacks. Skyward atlas deals top-notch damage, along with a passive skill that synergizes extensively with his playstyle.The widsith — lv90  510 atk  55.1% critical damageWidsith is one of the highest catalysts in the entire game, even surpassing some of the five-star catalysts. Its biggest downside is building a rotation around the passive weapon's 30 second cooldown, which is, quite frankly, not that easy to find. To heizo's delight, his spins are so short that he doesn't have to waste time hoping to re-activate the weapon's reload. On photo paper, every second rotation of hayzow (and his team) should have a widget buff to him.¨ Get viral graphics, memes, rumors and trendy sports news straight to any inbox with the clutch newsletter. Fascinating stories about dragon slayers - lv90  401 atk  35.2% hpIf you agree, nothing helps, maybe it won't. Thrilling tales is so powerful that you can cast it on almost any catalyst person and suddenly your team will have an amazing support character. If you don't have sucrose or you're using it in a different team, it's not too bad to create a supporting heizou. This build requires minimal investment and is infinitely affordable for new players.Best heizou artifact sets4-piece vivid red venuser 2 piece: anemo dmg bonus 15% For almost any anemo character, there is no better set of artifacts than this one, and heizou is no exception. It increases anemo's damage, but also the elemental damage of other characters in our team. This is especially important for taser heizou, who can rotate hydro and electro at the same time.Best team lineups for heizouGenshin impact - skills, materials, talent kaveh and moreGenshin impact - skills, materials, talents and more baizhuXc enriquez · one day agoGenshin impact: skills, materials, talents and more cynoXc enriquez two days agoTazer heizouThis composition looks a lot like tazer sucrose, but it's more natural to cut with it due to heizo's close combat style. The main protagonists to add to the presented set are xingqiu for hydro, raiden or beidou for electro and fischl for single target damage. This set is very accessible to users and does not require any limited characters or weapons.Cryo heizouUnlike a cheap tazer, cryo heizou is a whale a composition consisting of several limited 5-star characters and requiring irrational monetary costs. The star of this composition is shenhe, who deals massive cryo damage to the heizou vortices. You also want ganyu's burst to keep providing cryo, which will also spin heizou, which will also be powered by shenhe's quills feathers. You also get a chance to ask yun jin to deal more damage from ordinary attacks to heizou or kazuha in order to organize more elemental damage bonus. This is a strange composition, you may not understand at first, sometimes it is the complex nature of shenhe's abilities.Classic anemo supportThrilling stories 4- part vv = problem solved. This is how sucrose worked, which solidified its status as a very democratic but powerful tech support and the same goes for hayzou. However, sucrose has a genius and constellations that support her team even more, because heizo does not, he is a bummer. Perhaps take only there option if you have no sucrose at all.============================================================================
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